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Abstract

This study concerns quantum chemical modeling of water behavior on basal surface of WO3–V2O5 solid solution crystallites
with V2O5 structure. It was undertaken in order to validate the hypothesis that the presence of W atoms in vanadia-like surface
species of V-W-O catalysts facilitates low temperature water dissociation leading to formation of OH groups being active
sites in selective NOx reduction by ammonia. Quantum chemical calculations were done with the use of modern electronic
structure methodology based on the density functional theory (DFT). The calculations were performed for small clusters
representing two adjacent metal sites in pentacoordinated oxygen environment, analogous to bipiramidal clusters introduced
in description of the basal face of vanadium pentoxide. The results indicate that adsorption of water strongly depends on the
presence of tungsten atom at the surface. Dissociative water adsorption leading to Bronsted acid centers creation is promoted.
The proton acidity of the centers decreases with the increase of tungsten concentration in V2O5 matrix leading to the increase
of V4+W6+/V5+W6+ ratio. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Vanadium pentoxide is one of the most popular ac-
tive compounds in heterogeneous catalysis. Catalysts
based on V2O5 show excellent catalytic properties im-
portant in selective oxidation of hydrocarbons and in
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of nitrogen oxides
by ammonia. According to Busca et al. [1] the mech-
anism of SCR process is still uncompleted. There is
a general agreement on the fact that the active sites
are connected with the vanadium ions and that strong
adsorption of ammonia is necessary for NO conver-
sion. Adsorption data show that ammonia activation
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could occur on Lewis acid sites, on vanadyl groups
or on V–OH Bronsted acid sites. Mechanisms of SCR
reactions proposed by Janssen et al. [2] is related to
V=O groups; this claimed by Ramis et al. [3] to V-acid
sites and that suggested by Gasior et al. [4] to Bron-
sted acid sites on side faces of V2O5 crystals. Ino-
mata et al. [5] and recently Topsoe et al. [6,7] pro-
pose mechanism involving both Bronsted acid sites
and vanadyl groups. Chen and Yang [8] have found
that alkali metals poisoning Bronsted acid sites caused
decrease of the catalyst activity in SCR of NO. Yin
et al. [9] performed DFT study of water adsorption
on the basal surface of V2O5 crystals. Their study has
showed that water could relatively easily adsorb on
Lewis sites as well as vanadyl and bridging oxygen
atoms, but dissociation of water on this surface did not
occur.
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Vanadium based catalysts usually are supported on
anatase being metastable polymorph of TiO2. Anatase
supported vanadia-tungsta catalysts are known to have
a wider temperature window for SCR activity than
anatase supported vanadia ones [1,10]. They become
active at temperatures about 100 K lower than vana-
dia catalysts do. Industrial V2O5/WO3/TiO2 catalysts
contain usually about 1% w/w of V2O5, and about
10% w/w of WO3 [11]. In that system, surface species
are consider to be nearly isolated monomeric vanadyls
and tungstyls, polymers, fragments of two dimensional
monolayer or small crystals. The lowering of the on-
set temperature for the SCR of NOx is usually as-
cribed to the higher concentration of the Bronsted
acid sites on the surface of the mixed vanadia-tungsta
species and the higher proton acidity of these sites
[10].

The Bronsted acid site creation could occur via wa-
ter dissociation on catalyst surface. We assume that
tungsten might replace vanadium in V2O5 structure
forming WO3–V2O5 solid solution, similarly as it
was found for molybdenum [12]. This study concerns
quantum chemical modeling of water adsorption on
basal surface of WO3–V2O5 solid solution. After
Nat. Bur. Standards Circ. [13], we call this surface
(0 0 1) and assume that the same atom arrangement
occurs in two-dimensional polymeric surface species
due to good crystallographic fit between that surface
and (0 0 1) as well as (1 0 0) ones of anatase [14].
The study was undertaken in order to validate the
hypothesis that the presence of W atoms on (0 0 1)
surface of the vanadia-like surface species facilitates
low temperature water dissociation.

2. Computational techniques

DFT methodology and small local clusters of finite
size were already shown to perform reasonably well
for transition metal oxides, as well diatomic molecules
as models of bulk oxides where the atoms couple via
local covalent bonding with some admixture of ionic
bonding [10,15–20]. The structure of V2O5 surface
is very complicated and its full description requires a
sizeable cluster model. It has been already shown that
V–O bonds have fairly local character and electronic
properties of vanadium sites and vanadyl or bridging
oxygens do not change substantially with the clus-

ter enlargement from V2O9H8 to V16O49H18 [18]. In
view of the main goal of this study, which concerns
the influence of the neighboring cation (W or V in
various oxidation states) on water interaction with the
cation and its nearest oxygen ligands, we have focused
on small clusters representing two adjacent metal sites
and bridging oxygen.

Quantum chemical calculations were done with the
use of modern electronic structure methodology based
on the density functional theory (DFT). For the calcu-
lations the program package DMol of Molecular Sim-
ulations, Inc. [21] was applied.

Geometry optimization procedure was used to de-
termine the minimum-energy structure of a molecule,
starting from initial geometry guess. Other prop-
erties were computed after the geometry has been
minimised. Geometry optimization procedure was
performed with standard parameters: medium grid,
SCF density convergence, optimization energy con-
vergence and gradient convergence equal to 0.001,
0.00001 and 0.01 a.u., respectively. Electron exchange
and correlation was described by the local spin den-
sity approximation based on the Vosco, Wilk and
Nusair publication [22]. As the basis set, double nu-
merical basis functions supplemented by polarization
functions (DNP) provided by the program package,
was chosen equivalent to split-valence double-zeta
plus polarization basis set quality, accepted as the
standard basis set in quantum chemistry. The inner
core of optimised atoms was frozen. The clusters
with closed-shell systems were optimised using spin
parameters which force both alpha and beta electrons
into the same orbital. For open-shell systems, the
unrestricted environmental parameter which allows
electrons with different spins to use different orbitals
was applied. The redox conditions were changed by
using various charge parameters. For detailed ener-
getical considerations which include determination
of water binding energies on various sites and en-
ergetical features of water dissociation reaction, we
have extended our calculational scheme by includ-
ing nonlocal gradient corrected exchange-correlation
functional BPW91 with Becke exchange [23] and
Pardew–Wang correlation [24]. In this series of cal-
culations we assumed LDA optimised geometries
for each point and performed GGA energy calcu-
lations with selfconsistent potential and electron
density.
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3. Cluster modeling

The calculations were performed for small clusters
representing two adjacent metal sites in pentacoordi-
nated oxygen environment, analogous to bipiramidal
clusters introduced in description of the (0 0 1) surface
of vanadium pentoxide [18]. Cluster models were con-
structed to mimic surface vanadia-like species formed
in the process of oxidation-induced cation segregation
in V2O5–WO3 solid solution [25].

Thus, the basal V2O9H8 cluster was selected as
a working model of the vanadia-like surface species
[26]. In this cluster, two structurally inequivalent oxy-
gen sites, terminal vanadyl oxygen and double bridg-
ing oxygen were represented. These oxygen atoms
are present at the (0 0 1) V2O5 surface. Other triple
bridging peripheral oxygens were artificially saturated
by hydrogen atoms, thus they could not be described
by our model. Geometrical structure of the V2O9H8
cluster was fully relaxed and optimised. This unit
was assumed as the model of the vanadia species
formed on V2O5–WO3 solid solution crystals as a
result of oxidation-induced cation segregation. The
subunit built of vanadyl groups and bridging oxygen
seems to be a reasonable local representation of this
part of V2O5 surface since its geometry agrees well
with crystallographic data [27] (Table 1), and the fre-
quencies of the modes of V=O, as well as VOV, are
reproduced [26]. The clusters with VWO9H8 formula
would represent other possible units of the surface
species. The geometry of these clusters was reopti-
mised.

The other crucial factor in cluster modeling of the
solid is the number of electrons in the cluster. In
vanadium pentoxide vanadium and oxygen atoms take
V5+ and O2− oxidation numbers which gives null
overall charge on the cluster provided that dangling
bonds are saturated with protons (H+). Substitution
of W6+ for V5+ would render the cluster charge equal

Table 1
Calculated and crystallographic structural parameters of V–O–V
subunit in V2O5

DFT calculations Crystallographic
data [28]

dV=O (Å) 1.58 1.58
dV–O bridge (Å) 1.78 1.88

to +1. It is frequently assumed, however, that intro-
ducing M6+ into the V2O5 lattice is accompanied by
reduction of vanadium from V5+ to V4+ to maintain
lattice neutrality [12]. Thus, finally the calculations
were carried out for the clusters: [V5+V5+O9H8]0,
[V5+V4+O9H8]−, [V4+V4+O9H8]2− (with bond
lengths and angles for saturating hydrogens fixed
at the values obtained for the [V2O9H8] cluster),
[V5+W6+O9H8]+ and [V4+W6+O9H8]0 (constrains
from [VWO9H8] one).

To check validity of chosen clusters as models of
the V-W-O catalysts surface, the vibrational analy-
sis was performed for all clusters and compared with
the experimental Raman spectra [28]. In all cases,
wavenumbers corresponding to vibrational modes of
V=O and W=O were well-resolved and decoupled
from other vibrations. Close inspection of the Raman
spectra recorded for vanadia-tungsta showed that our
calculations reproduced shifts in V=O and W=O Ra-
man frequencies induced by the experimental chang-
ing redox conditions [28,29]. The agreement of the
frequencies calculated from the cluster models with
the experimental ones supports the choice of bipirami-
dal V-W-O clusters as the representative models of the
surface species in the V-W-O catalysts, obtained by
surface vanadium segregation from the V2O5–WO3
solid solution in oxygen containing atmosphere.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Water adsorption

The process of water adsorption was modeled in
the following way: one water molecule was placed in
the vicinity of specified metallic center or on vanadyl
oxygen (Fig. 1) and the geometry of the system was
again reoptimised within the same scheme. The other
prospective adsorption site pointed out, e.g. by Yin
et al. [9], namely, double coordinated bridging oxygen,
emerged as the final structure in selected optimization
conditions (vide infra).

The calculations were performed for five cluster
models defined above with H2O molecule positioned
either on vanadium (tungsten) site or on vanadyl
(tungstyl) oxygen, which gives altogether fourteen
model calculations. The binding energy (BE) of the
water on the cluster served as the indicator of the
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Fig. 1. Initial geometrical structures for water adsorption on [V2O9H8] cluster: (A) on vanadium site, (B) on vanadyl group.

system stability. It was estimated within nonlocal ap-
proximation from the total energy difference between
the composed system and the sum of isolated water
molecule and the cluster.

Table 2 shows water to cluster binding energies
for various binding sites described above. The ta-
ble is arranged in a following way: metal adsorption
sites are placed in the first part of the table, while
wandyl/tungstyl groups follow in the second part. The
ordering remains in line with subsequent oxidation
of the model vanadia cluster followed by tungsten in-
sertion. In the cluster labelling, we use the following
notation: the water molecule is placed in parenthe-
sis next to the metal ion with which it is bound; in

Table 2
Binding energies (BE) and selected geometrical parameters for various adsorption modes of water on model clusters

Cluster label BE nonlocal
(kcal/mol)

V(W)–O(H2O)

distance,RVO (Å)
Obridging–OH2O

distance,ROH (Å)

[V4+V4+(H2O)O9H8]2− −9.2 3.47 1.76
[V5+V4+(H2O)O9H8]− −3.8 3.31 1.76
[V5+V5+(H2O)O9H8]0 1.0 2.64 1.93
[V4+(H2O)W6+O9H8]0 2.5 2.80 1.94
[V4+W6+(H2O)O9H8]0 0.3 2.46 1.94
[V5+(H2O)W6+O9H8]+ −0.7 2.33 2.49
[V5+W6+(H2O)O9H8]+ −8.8 2.38 2.49

[V4+V4+(H2OV=O)O9H8]2− −21.9 – –
[V5+V4+(H2OV=O)O9H8]− −11.2 – –
[V5+V5+(H2OV=O)O9H8]0 −3.6 – –
[V4+(H2OV=O)W6+O9H8]0 −5.4 – –
[V4+W6+(H2OW=O)O9H8]0 −4.3 – –
[V5+(H2OV=O)W6+O9H8]+ 1.1 – –
[V5+W6+(H2OW=O)O9H8]+ −0.2 – –

the case when doubly bonded terminal oxygen is the
bonding site, the appropriate group is placed as a
subscript of the water formula. In columns 3 and 4
bonding distances between water oxygen and a metal
site, or water hydrogen pointing towards the bridging
oxygen and this oxygen are given, respectively.

In the case of pure vanadia, non-negligible water
binding energy emerged only for the reduced clusters.
The strongest binding occurs for the water molecule
interacting by hydrogen bonding with vanadyl groups.
This remains in agreement with the previous studies
indicating at the vanadyl oxygen as the preferred ad-
sorption site for water in vanadia system [9]. Substi-
tution of the tungsten in the place of the vanadium
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Fig. 2. Final geometries of water adsorbed on: (A) [V5+V5+(H2O)O9H8]0; (B) [V5+V4+(H2O)O9H8]−; (C) [V4+V4+(H2O)O9H8]2−; (D)
[V4+V4+(H2OV=O)O9H8]2−.

enhances the stability of the water bound to the metal
ion for the oxidised system, and weakens this bond-
ing with reduced cluster. The bonding of the water
on double bonded oxygens in mixed clusters is much
weaker then in pure vanadia ones. Inspection of the
binding energies described in Table 2 leads to the con-
clusion, that stable water binding may occur on the
metal site in the case of reduced vanadia or oxidised
vanadia-tungsta system. Also vanadyl groups bind wa-
ter strongly.

From the point of view of the prospective water
dissociation, metal ions serving as the adsorption sites
seem to play the crucial role. They should host the
OH group produced after the dissociation of the water
molecule, while the other fragment (H or H+) should
be bonded by one of the oxygen sites on the surface.
Thus, only the two clusters ([V4+V4+(H2O)O9H8]2−
and [V5+W6+(H2O)O9H8]+) provide prospec-
tive models for the study of the water dissocia-
tion.

However, the other critical factor influencing
prospective water dissociation is the adsorption ge-
ometry. Inspection of columns 3 and 4 (Table 2)
indicates that the contribution of covalent bonding
realised by the lone pair donation from the water oxy-
gen to the metal site versus hydrogen bonding of the

water to the bridging cluster oxygen evolves smoothly
over the studied series. For the most strongly bound
system composed of the water molecule on the fully
reduced vanadia cluster, the hydrogen bonding is
clearly the only contribution (see also Fig. 2C). On
the other side, we may assume that for the water
bound strongly to the V5+W6+ clusters also the co-
valent contribution becomes meaningful. Thus, the
dissociation process should be the most facile on the
cluster [V5+W6+(H2O)O9H8]+, leading to the proton
positioned on the bridging oxygen and the hydroxyl
group bonded to the tungsten site. In order to validate
this hypothesis, we have undertaken direct calcula-
tions of the water dissociation mechanism described
in the following paragraph.

4.2. Water dissociation

To check the possibility of the water dissociation on
the vanadia-tungsta solid solution surface, the prelimi-
nary dissociation of H2O was assumed with the proton
bonded to the bridging oxygen and the OH group sit-
uated on the metallic site. Geometry optimization was
repeated to probe stability of the dissociated system
and possible recombination of the water. The calcula-
tions were performed for five cluster models defined
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in paragraph 3 with the OH group positioned either
on vanadium or on tungsten site.

Calculations showed that indeed the dissociated wa-
ter remained stable only in the case of the tungsten sub-
stitution, with the OH group bound to the tungsten ion.
For the two clusters modeling Bronsted acid sites cre-
ated after water dissociation ([V4+W6+(OH)O9H9]0

and [V5+W6+(OH)O9H9]+), the vibrational analysis
was performed in order to probe their strength. The
modes characterised by wavenumbers of the O–H
bond in the W–OH group were well-isolated and
were equal to 3696 and 3647 cm−1 for V4+W6+ and
V5+W6+ clusters, respectively. This may suggest that
in oxidising atmosphere, causing surface vanadium
segregation [28], stronger Bronsted sites can be cre-
ated on the V-W-O catalyst surface. In other cluster
systems geometry optimization initiated from the
preliminary dissociated water with the proton bonded
to the bridging oxygen and the OH group situated
on a metallic site rebuilt the cluster with covalently
adsorbed water on the metal site.

In the next step, nonlocal calculations of full re-
action profiles for the water dissociation have been
undertaken for all models where the molecule was
adsorbed on the metallic site as the adsorption on the
vanadyl/tungstyl oxygen or on bridging one did not
provide feasible reaction pathway. Starting geome-
tries were taken from the optimised adsorbed systems.
The choice of a proper reaction coordinate for the
process with an intricate mechanism such as catalytic
bond cleavage is by no means a simple task. Here,
two geometrical coordinates are evidently crucial for

Fig. 3. Energy profiles for dissociation reaction of water on [V5+V5+(H2O)O9H8]0 (v5v5) and [V5+W6+(H2O)O9H8]+ (v5w6) clusters
(dissociation and recombination barriers are marked on second profile).

OH dissociation: intramolecular OH distance in water
and the distance between selected dissociative hydro-
gen and bridging oxygen from the cluster. Thus, the
dissociation path should be in principle described on
two-dimensional potential energy surface, which is
calculationally very demanding in the case of transi-
tion metal oxide cluster models. Our previous experi-
ence [16,30] showed that the energy profile for X–H
bond dissociation in the molecule interacting with
transition metal oxide surface could be effectively de-
scribed by assuming the angle X–metal–H as the re-
action coordinate. In this work, we have taken the an-
gle OH2O–metal–HH2O as the geometrical parameter
governing the process of water dissociation. Starting
from the stable adsorption geometry, the angle was
incremented every 4◦ and the other geometrical pa-
rameters were optimised within LDA approximation
for each point at the reaction profile, with constraints
common for all our model calculations. Then, the
total energy was recalculated within NLDA scheme.

Fig. 3 shows the two representative reaction profiles
obtained in this study: for the [V5+V5+(H2O)O9H8]0

and [V5+W6+(H2O)O9H8]+ systems. The energy was
scaled with respect to separate cluster and free water
molecule taken as the zero level in each case thus
the adsorption energy could be directly measured at
each stage of the reaction. The curves on Fig. 3 were
interpolated by polynomials to obtainR2 value >0.99.
In the first case, energy rose monotonously along the
reaction profile and no second energy minimum was
spotted which would correspond to stable dissociated
system. For analogous tungsten substituted system
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Fig. 4. Geometrical structures of adsorbed water (A), transition
state (B) and dissociated water (C) for [V5+W6+(H2O)O9H8]+
system.

(second curve), the energy barrier appeared corre-
sponding presumably to the transition state and the
local energy minimum was achieved after crossing
the barrier. The geometrical structure at the minimum
was the one obtained previously for full optimization
close to assumed dissociated structure. Geometrical
structures of initial system, transition state and the
final dissociated system are shown in Fig. 4.

Only for the two models with the water adsorbed
on the tungsten site in a mixed V-W-O cluster dis-
sociative energy profiles analogous to the second
curve have been obtained. For all other models,
nondissociative curve emerged analogous to the
[V5+V5+(H2O)O9H8]0 case. Reaction profile calcu-
lations allowed for quantitative analysis of energy of
catalytic water dissociation. The energetical barrier for
the OH bond scission on the V5+W6+ cluster is equal
to 25.4 kcal/mol, the depth of local energy minimum
with respect to the transition state is 9.7 kcal/mol.

The minimum describing the system after the dis-
sociation might be regarded as a rather shallow one
and its energy lies above the one of isolated subsys-
tem. Nevertheless, one should keep in mind that the
proton created after dissociation is a mobile species
and could migrate to other oxygen sites on the sur-
face, presumably preferred sites for proton adsorption
[18,31]. This result fully confirmed the hypothesis
that tungsten substitution is indispensable for creating
conditions for effective water dissociation.

5. Conclusions

It has been already known [25,32] that the surface
V segregation in oxidising conditions in V-W-O cat-
alysts leads to enrichment of the surface in V-O-W
subunits. Our model calculations showed that in these
conditions, water adsorption on tungsten sites may be
strengthened which leads to enhanced probability of
the dissociation of water molecule producing Bronsted
acidic sites. Indeed, in oxidising conditions, the wa-
ter adsorption on tungsten sites in the mixed V-W-O
clusters is strong enough to prevail over vanadium or
vanadyl sites and, at the same time, energetical barrier
for the dissociation is low enough to enable dissoci-
ation. Stability of the dissociated system was found
to be only a few kcal/mol with respect to the barrier
and the recombination of molecularly adsorbed water
could also occur.

Water can adsorb on V2O5 Lewis sites but creating
the Bronsted acidic sites is not allowed. Our data seem
to provide a good verification of the hypothesis that
tungsten atoms in WO3–V2O5 solid solution increase
concentration of the Bronsted acid sites on the surface.
The lowering of the onset temperature of SCR of NOx

by tungsten addition can be ascribed to the formation
of the VW sites active in low temperature dissociative
water adsorption. Increase in the low temperature SCR
activity with increase of O2 content [33] in reacting
gases or with preliminary catalyst oxidation [29] may
be attributed to the formation of [V5+W6+O9H8]+
units of WO3–V2O5 solid solution with Bronsted acid
sites of high protonic acidity.
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